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Let N be a finite-dimensional nilpotent associative algebra over an arbitrary 
field k. We are curious about the occurences in nature of N as radical of other 
k-algebras. Thus, the radical embedding problem for N is to describe the family 
of all pairs (A, CX) where 01: N -+ A is a monomorphism of the given N into a 
finite-dimensional unital associative k-algebra A with image OLN equal to the 
radical rad A. This family is not empty, for we may always adjoin a unity to hf. 
Our approach to thii problem is to impose a natural order relation on this 
family of radical embeddings of 8’ and then to seek the maximal (but below we 
shall say “extreme” to avoid confusion with “maximal ideals”) elements relative 
to this ordering. It is gratifying to note that the “adjunction of a unity” 
mentioned above occupies the position of unique minimal element (modulo a 
reasonable equivalence relation). 
In the predecessor [5] to this paper, we presented this approach to embedding 
problems in much greater generality. There, given an algebra 1 over a ring k, 
one seeks to describe the family of “embeddings” (A, a) where ol-: I-+ A is a 
monomorphism of I onto an ideal, or onto a semidirect summand, or onto the 
radical, etc., of the unital associative algebra A. We imposed a natural order 
relation on the appropriate family of embedd~gs and asked: Do minimal em- 
beddings exist ? Do extreme embeddings exist ? Is every embedding “contained 
in” an extreme embedding ? Can the extreme embeddings be constructed from 
other invariants of I (the great hope) ? 
Perhaps the most striking result of [5] was that the family of all ideal em- 
beddings of the algebra1 has no extreme elements ifl has nonzero self-annihilator 
arm 1, while if ann I = (O), there is a unique extreme ideal embedding, given by 
p: I -+ k-pairs I. Here k-pairs I is the “algebra of multipliers” of 1. It is a crucial 
invariant for these problems. See [5, Theorems 1.7.1 and 2.3.1] and Section 4 
below. 
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In particular, if I = N is our nonzero nilpotent algebra, then [5] tells us that 
it has no extreme ideal embeddings. 
We will find in the sections below that the answers are quite different when 
one asks for extreme radical embeddings of N. The main results of the present 
paper are: 
(i) every finite-dimensional radical embedding of N is “‘contained in” 
an extreme radical embedding. See Theorem 3.1, which is somewhat more 
general. A useful tool here is our “little” Wedderburn Principal Theorem (see 
Theorem 2.1 below and [6]) which holds over an arbitrary, possibly non-perfect, 
field of scalars; 
(ii) a method of “simultaneously compressing” all operators in a suitable 
separable subalgebra Z of the multiplier algebra k-pai.rs N to obtain another 
separable .P such that the external direct sum 2“ t IV is associative, and 
thereby affords a radical embedding of N (Theorem 5.6). The idea of coIna- 
pressing an operator, which gives us a kind of “brute force” simultaneous block 
diagonalization, is well known to the functional analysts [2, page 57j; 
(iii) in the favorable case where the scalar field K is perfect, the radical 
embedding problem has an especially pleasing answer: all extreme radical 
embeddings of “sufficiently nondegenerate” N may be constructed from an 
explicit subclass (the “cross-commutatives”) of the separable Wedderburn 
factors of k-pairs N (Theorem 6.3). This is a nice blend of the classical ‘“big” 
Wedderburn Principal Theorem and the theory of the multiplier algebra ii- 
pairs N. 
The present paper can be followed without much reference to [5]. The basic 
definitions and notations are repeated here, adapted to our niipotent algebra NT 
and a small number of computational lemmas from [5] are restated without 
proof. 
We mention that the main results herein were known to the author before he 
wrote [5], which began as an introductory section to the present paper. 
Prior discussions: see Hall [7] f or radical embedding and Johnson [S] for 
ideal embedding. Neither of these seeks extreme embeddings. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for a very thorough reading and 
numerous useful suggestions. 
I. BASIC THEQRY 
Throughout this paper N is a nilpotent associative algebra ~~~te-d~rne~s~o~a~ 
over an arbitrary field K of scalars. 
We adapt the basic definitions of [5] to the case of our algebra NO 
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1 .l DEFIWTION. An idea2 s~bnze~sion of 1V is a pair (d, a) where A is a unital 
associative K-algebra and a: M -+ A is a k-algebra homomorphism onto an 
ideal (two sided, always) WV of A. The submersion (A, a) is semidirect if there 
is a subalgebra S of A such that A = S 4 WV. (Throughout, -i- denotes K- 
direct sum.) The submersion (A, CL) is radicaZ if the ideal WV equals the Jacobson 
radical rad il of A. WC speak of ideal (semidirect, radical) embedding if the 
map cl: IV --f A is a monomorphism. The submersion (A, rx) is finite-dimensional 
if the vector space dimension K-dim A is finite. 
We use the following notation throughout: 
$<‘r,,(N) = the class of finite-dimensional ideal submersions of M, 
,;Lfd(X) = ((A, a) in $9&(N) 1 (A, ~1) is an ideal embedding}; 
.Y’5Mj,,(N) =: ((-4, CY) in Y&‘,&N) : (A, CX) is a semidirect embedding); 
&?8,d(N‘) = (A, a) in .Ygfd(iV) ; (A, LX) is a radical embedding); 
tEM?d,,(N) .= .Y36’fd(N) n Bb,dN) 
= {(A, a) in .96‘,,(N) I (A, 01 is a semidirect radical embedding). ) 
Since almost all of the algebras we consider below will be finite-dimensional, 
an entirely satisfactory definition of the radical is “unique maximal nilpotent 
ideal.” We make no mention below of classes of irreducible modules nor of 
quasi-regularity. 
1.2 DEFIKITION. A morphisltl from ideal submersion (A, a) to ideal submer- 
sion (B, ,8) of N is a pair (f, 9) where (i)f is an automorphism of the K-algebra N, 
(ii) 4: A + B is a homomorphism of not necessarily unital K-algebras, and (iii) 
the diagram 
N --% A 
f 
1 1 
Q 
N -p B 
commutes. 
We have not required here that $ map the unity 1, of A to the unity 1, 
of B. It is clear however that the idempotent +(l,,) of B acts as a unity on the 
elements of the image /IN. 
An important notation: write (-4, CX) -( (B, /3) if there is a morphism (f, 4): 
(A, 01) + (B, 8). This will yield the order relation mentioned in the Introduction. 
1.3 DEFINITIOX. The morphism (f, d,) is an isomorphkm if 4: A ---f B is a 
k-algebra isomorphism (whence &lA) = Is). We write (A, a) g (B, ,@) if such 
an isomorphism exists. 
Throughout this paper we Iet % denote some class of ideal submersions of N 
(usually we will have % = B&&N)). 
1.4 DEFINITIQN. The submersions (A, CX) and (B, /$ in ‘G? are stably e~~ivaZe~~ 
in SY if there are unital k-algebras C and iT) such that the submersions (A @ C? 
a:@O)and(B@D,p@O) are also in V and are isomorphic in the sense of 1.3. 
(Here A @ C denotes external direct sum and 0: N -+ C is the zero map, etc.> 
We write (A, a) w (B, ,8) if these submersions are stably eq~va~e~t in 9. 
Our most impo~~t (and weakest!) equiva~e~ee ~e~a~o~ among idea1 su 
mersions is the following. 
I.5 DEF1_niITfON. The submersions (A, a) and (B, @> of N are e~~v~~~~~ if 
both (A, a) < (23, /3) and (B, /3) < (A, a). We write (A, CX) m (B, p) to denote 
equivalence. 
Note that < may fail to define a partial ordering because it might not be anti- 
sprmetric. That is, N need not be equality. See the discussion following 1.6 
below. 
Tt is clear that isomorphism implies stable equivalence and is somewhat less 
c/ear, but true [5, Corollary 1.3.41, that stable equivalence implies equivalence. 
The reverse implications are false in general. However, see Theorem 2.4 below 
for v = i?z?~&v). 
Tbro~ghout this paper we will be seeking the following objects. 
We note here that the quotient class %?/ - is panicky ordered by the relation 
(ah denoted <) d d in uce in the usual way from our r&&ion in G?. oreover, 
(E, E) is extreme in %? in the sense just defined precisely when the ~-equivalence 
class of (E, 6) is a maximal element in the usual sense of the partially ordered 
class ~/P-J. We prefer, however, to work in V rather than in %‘I-. And we use 
the word “extreme” rather than “maximal” to avoid co&sion with “‘maximal 
ideal,“’ which is quite a different issue. 
I.7 @.JZ?STIONS. (i) Does the class %? contain extreme embeddings ? 
(ii) In %??, is every element “less than” or “contained in” an extreme 
element in the sense of ( ? 
(iii) How many extreme elements are there in $9 ? Xs there a ~~n~que~ess 
theorem ? 
(iv) Can the extreme embeddings in S? be constructed from other in- 
variants of A7 in a natural way ? 
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1.8 COMMENT. It makes less sense to ask for extreme submersions, since 
every submersion (A, CL) is < than the zero submersion ((0), O)! 
1.9 COMMENT ON MINIMAL EMBEDDING. In contrast to extreme em- 
beddings, the minimal elements of V = ~~fd(N) are easily obtained. For the 
familiar process of adjoining a unity to N (cf. L: N -+ K -i- N: x -+ (0, x)) yields 
a minimal element (K q N, 6) of %?. Moreover, if T is any finite-dimensional 
semisimple K-algebra, then the radical embedding (T @ (k f IV), 0 @ L) 
obtained by external direct sum will be stably equivalent to (K -i- N, L) in %?. 
Note also that if N = (0) (unital!), then the radical embeddings (IV, id) and 
(k -i- N, 6) are stably equivalent. One readily verifies that all minimal (in the 
sense of <) radical embeddings of our finite-dimensional nilpotent N are of the 
types just described. It follows that, up to stable equivalence, the minimal 
radical embedding of N is unique. 
2. CONSEQUENCES OF THE LITTLE WEDDERBURN PRINCIPAL THEOREM 
The following general and elementary results will be very useful in proving 
existence of extreme radical embeddings of our nilpotent N in Section 3. 
2.1 THEOREM. Let A be an associative algebra, not necessarily unital, over an 
arbitrary Jield k, and let L be a nilpotent ideal of $nite codimension in A. Then there 
exist unique ideals A”(L), A*(L) in A such that 
(i) A = A”(L) @A*(L), 
(ii) A”(L) is a $nite-dimensional unital k-algebra, 
(iii) A”(L) n L = (0), 
(iv) A”(L) is maximal with respect to properties (i), (ii), and (iii). Moreover, 
A*(L) 3 L, and A*(L) is unital ifl A is unital. 
For a proof, generalization, and comparison with the usual Wedderburn 
Principal Theorem, see [6]. Here are some immediate consequences in the most, 
important special case. 
2.2 COROLLARY. Let A be a Jinite-dimensional unital k-algebra, L = rad A, 
A” = A”(L), and A* = A”(L) as in the theorem above. Then 
(i) rad A” = (0), 
(ii) A” is the largest ideal of A having zero radical which annihilates rad A, 
(iii) A* = (0) iff A = A” @rad A = (0), 
(iv) L = rad A = rad A*, 
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(v) rad A is an essential ideal of A*, 
(vi) annlrad A; A] = A” @ ann[rad A; A*] = A” @ arm$rad A]. 
Here ann[rad A; A] consists of all elements of A which annihilate rad A on 
both sides. Moreover, ann[rad A] denotes ann[rad A; rad A] = the self- 
annihilator of rad A. 
Now we apply the above to ideal submersions. We will define an operator 
as follows. Given an ideal submersion (A, CX) of our nilpotent algebra N we form 
the decomposition A = A”(&) @ A*(olN) by taking L = WV in Theorem 2.1. 
Next, denote by E(~,J: A*(&) -+ A and w(~,~J: A -+ A*(&) the usual injection 
and projection determined by the decomposition hus, given cll: IV-+ A from 
(A, a) we define 01* = OJ(~,~) 0 CC N-+ A*(c&). Note that m*iV = WV. We 
conclude that (A, a)*, defined by (A, CL)* = (A*(aN), a*).>, is an ideal sub- 
mersion of IV. 
Now we go further. It is happy fact that this star operator may be defined on 
morphisms as well and is functorial. Thus, suppose given a morphism (J 4): 
(A, LX) -+ (B, ,B) of ideal submersions of iV. We define 
where +* = OJ(~,~J o 4 0 E(~,~): A*(&) + B*@N) by definition. 
that (f$ c#)* is a morphism of ideal submersions of N. 
Note also that (A, CS) ** = (A, a)* and that (J $)** = (j, $)** 
We summarize all this as follows. 
2.3 LEMMA The star operator X9&(N) +-49&(N) dejzed above is a 
covariant idempotent functor on the category of ideal submersions agld morphisms 
thereof. Moreover, the star operator selzds each of the full subcategories 9&&N), 
9’B&&!IJ), and L%V&V) into itself. 
The following result enables us to reduce various equivalence questions about 
(A, CX) to questions about the more streamlined submersions (A, a!)*. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let (A, CZ) and (B, 18) in $9&(N) be ideal §~~~~rs~o~s of d 
agate-d~m~ional nilpotent k-algebra iV. Then 
(i) (4 4 w (4 a)*, 
(ii) (A, CC)* c (B, p)* implies (A, LX) M (B, ,Q Moreover, if (A, LX) and 
(23, p) are in J%&&(N), then 
(iii) every morphism (g, #): (A, CS)* -+ (B, /3) 
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(iv) every morphism (J $): (A, cx) --t (B, /3)* has C/J unital, and 
(v) the followi% assertions are equivalent: 
(1) f-4 4* - (4 P)“; (4 (4 a>* !s (B, p>*; 
(3) (4 4 = (R B); (4) 6% 4 - P, is)* 
Proof. Statement (i): Use the decomposition A = A”(olN) @ A*(&). 
Statement (ii): Given an isomorphism (g, $J): (A, a)* -z (B, p)*, define an 
isomorphism (g, 4): (A @ B”, ~OO)~(BOA”,~~O)via~=~OidOid: 
A* @ A” @ B” + B* @ A” @B”. (Here A” = A”(c&), etc.) Done. 
Statement (iii): We note first that the restriction of $ to rad A = OlN is 
injective, since $I 0 01 = /I og: N-t B and the latter map is injective. Thus 
K r= ker # has trivial intersection with rad A*. Thus KC annfrad A*; A*] 
which equafs annlrad A*] by CoroIIary 2.2, (vi), and so is contained in rad A*. 
Thus R = (0). Done. 
Statement (iv): Let e = qb(1,) in B. The idempote~t e acts as a unity on 
both sides of rad B*. Thus the idempotent e’ = 1” - e annihilates rad B* OII 
both sides (here l* is the unity of B*). By Corollary 2.2, (vi), e’ is in rad B*. 
Thus e’ = 0, whence e = $( lA) = l* as asserted. Done. 
Statement (v): (1) * (2). F or y m a b (“‘) b ove, a morphism (g, 9): (A, a)* -+ 
(B,@)* has $ injective, whence k-dim A* < k-dim B*. By symmetry of 
hypothesis (l), we have k-dim A * = k-dim B*. Thus $I is an isomorphism. 
Done. 
(2) 3 (3). This is statement (ii) above. 
(3) 3 (4). This is [S, Corollary 1.3.41 and holds for quite arbitrary ideal 
embeddings. 
(4) * (1). This follows from (i) and the fact that N is an equivalence 
relation. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Moral. Questions about equivalence and stable equivalence of radical 
embeddings (A, o!) and (B, j3) of .iV re d uce to questions of isomorphism A * g B* 
in the usual sense. 
2.5 EXERCISE. What is the simplest counterexample to the opposite implica- 
tion in statement (ii) of the preceding theorem ? 
3. EXISTENCE OF EXTREME RADICAL EMBEDDINGS 
We will now use Theorem 2.4 to prove that extreme radical embeddings of 
our finite-d~ensional nilpotent k-algebra N are rather abundant. This gives 
affirmative answers to Questions 1.7, (i) and (ii) for the class V = ~~~~(-~). 
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In Example 3.2 we construct non-isomorphic extreme radical embeddings of 
the square zero algebra N using field extensions of k. 
/3*: I?* -+ (k-lin N) @ (k-lin N)Op: 
where the maps A, , pb are determined by the equations ~~(~~(x)~ = &F(X) and 
~~(P~(~)) = P”wJ f or ail b in B and x in A? (Here k-lin N denotes the usual 
algebra of k-linear maps N -+ IV+) 
Now ker /3* = annfrad S*; B*f = annfrad B*] z arm N (= the seh- 
~~~bila~o~ of N), where we have used Corollary 22, (vi), once again. Ft follows 
that k-dim B* < 2(k-dim m2 + k-dim(ann N). 
Now given (A, E) in Ce as in the statement of the theorem, let W denote the 
subclass of Ce consisting of those (B, /?) with (A, a) < ( , j?). Choose (E, E) in 
v’ such that k-dim E* is maximal among the (bounded) set of all integers 
k-dim B* with (3, ,L3) in 5F’. Note that we do not require (E*, E*) in 53". 
We cIaim that (E, 6) is extreme in Q. For if (E, 6~) < ( 
E* < k-dim B* as in Section 2, Thus eq~a~~~ holds here by the maxi- 
of k-dim E*. By Theorem 4-2, (v) we have (E, E)* G (B, /I)*? so that 
(E, C) - (3, ,f3) in V:. Thus (E, G) is extreme in %?- This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Note. The map j3* used in this proof will appear, with a slight modi~catioR, 
as ,P: B -+ k-pairs N in Section 4. 
3.2. EXAMPLE: NON-UNIQUENESS OF EXTREME RADKTAI., EMBEDDING. As 
might be expected, uniqueness of radical embedding is sensitive to the algebraic 
closedness of the field k of scah~s, among other cons~derai~o~s~ Let N be a 
~-dirne~s~#na~ k-algebra with N” = (0). We will ~o~str~~ct many ~~equ~~ra~ent 
extreme radical embeddings of N provided k admits many suitable aIgebra~c 
field extensions. This phenomenon contrasts with [S, Theorem 23.11, whereby 
an algebra 1 with trivial self-annihilator has a unique extreme i&~k embedding. 
Let F be a field extension of k with degree (.F: k) -= o!. 
tri(2; F) = the 2 by 2 upper triangular matrices with. entries in F. Observe first 
that sad A = tri,(2; F) = the ideal of strict upper triangular matrices. This is 
square zero and d-dimensional as a k-algebra. 
Now, if OK N -+ A, is any k-linear injection with image EN = rad A, then 
(A, f a) is a radical embed~g of the k-afgebra I% It is ~rnrn~~~~e that IMA- 
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isomorphic field extensions F of degree d over k yield in this way nonisomorphic 
radical embeddings of N (just look at A&ad A, .) Moreover, by Theorem 2.4, 
(v), these embeddings are not equivalent in the sense of N (or else they would 
be isomorphic.) 
It remains only to show that the embedding (A,, a) is indeed extreme in 
&Vfd(N). This is simple but not trivial. Thus, suppose we have (AF , a) < (B, /I) 
in &?&,,,(N), due to the morphism (f, 4): (A, ) a) + (B, /3). Without loss of 
generality, (B, /3) = (B, /I)*. W e will prove that 9 is an isomorphism of k- 
algebras by computing F-dimensions. 
Since 4 is a k-algebra monomorphism (by Theorem 2.4, (iii)) we deduce 
that B contains a copy of the field I;, namely the image under + of the 2 by 2 
scalar matrices in A, . Moreover, since + is unital (by Theorem 2.4, (iv)), this 
copy of F is a unital subalgebra of B. This gives B the structure of F-space and 
rad B that of one-dimensional F-subspacc. We do not know at this point, 
however, whether this image of F is central in B or whether B is actually an 
F-algebra! 
Our crucial assertion is that the usual left and right actions on rad B by 
elements of B are each F-linear and not merely k-linear. This is easily proved 
as a general lemma. 
LEMMA. Let B 3 C 3 I where B is a k-algebra, C is a commutative subalgebra, 
and I is an ideal of B. Then bcx := cbx and xbc = xcb for all b in B, c in C, x in I. 
Proof of the lemma. WC have bcx = b(cx) - b(xc) = (bx)c = c(bx) = cbx. 
Likewise for xbc. Done. 
Note. This lemma does not require C to be central in B. 
Now WC return of our proof that (A,, a) is extreme. In our situation we apply 
the lemma by taking I -= rad U and C = F . 1, -i- rad B. Thus, as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, the left and right multiplications of B on rad B yield an F-space 
map 
R -> (F-lin(rad B)) 0 (F-lin(rad B))OP. 
It follows that 
F-dim B < 2(F-dim(rad B))2 + F-dim(ann[rad B; B]). 
But B = B*, whence ann[rad B; B] = ann[rad B]. It follows that the right 
side of this inequality equals 3, which is F-dim A. Thus 4 is actually an iso- 
morphism onto B. This proves that (AF , . a) IS extreme in g&?;,(N), as asserted. 
Note. If k is algebraically closed, then the extreme radical embeddings of 
the algebra Ai with hr2 = (0) are finite in number. See [3, Theorem 4.11 for a 
complete list. 
We have just used a dimension argument tcp prove that extreme radic@aa 
~rnbedd~~~ for our nilpatent k-algebra N exist. The rest of this paper will be 
devoted to an explicit description of these embeddings and to questions of 
uniqueness for them. Our results are motivated by tbe ~~~it~o~ that since 
extreme radical embeddings of N exist, then they should somehow be con- 
structible from N and the more or less standard ~~~~~~ts of -WY they should be 
‘6c~o~i~l~~’ 
Most of our results from mw on will involve t&e algebra k-pairs It, the so- 
called “algebra of multipliers” of N. This was introduced in [5”J, though it 
appears to have been known already to the functional analysts [991. The present 
section is devoted to recalling the basic facts about the algebra of rn~~t~~~~~~s 
sdapted to our finite-dimensional nilpotent N. 
First we form the k-algebra (k-En N) @ (k-h IV)*“* We w2l 
to be the subset of “multipliers” of N, according to the forgoing de~~t~~~, 
d(xy) = d(x)y, dyxy) = x0”(y), ‘m’(y) = o”(x~y 
f5r alf x, y in AC 
We list three properties of k-pairs N. 
(ii) We next note the k-algebra homomorp~~s~~ 
p: N + k-pairs N: x -+ (L, , R,) 
where L,y = xy, R,y = ye for alf X, y in N as usual. Thus ,u, encompasses the 
left and right regular representations of N. The kernel of p is the s~lf”~~ibi~at~~ 
ann N. Thus p is inject&e if? the nilpotent N = (0). The image FAT is a ~i~~ot~~~ 
idea1 of k-pairs 24. Thus (k-pairs N, p) is an ideal submersion. E&we>-er &V is 
generally smaller than rad[k-pairs .@I. One checks &at k-pairs i%‘ is sern~s~rn~~e 
ifT N‘J = (0) but N # (0). 
(iii) Perhaps the chief justification for k-pairs N is seen in the fo~~o~~~ 
observation, If CC IV--+ A determines an ideal embedding of N, then there is a 
unital k-algebra homoma~~.hism 
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where we determine the maps c@(a)‘, al+(a)“: N-+ N by the equations 
a(a#(u)‘x) = m(x) a(&(u)~x) = cx(x)a 
for a in A, x in N. Thus k-pairs N contains all pairs of left and right actions 
which N admits by virtue of being embedded as an ideal (cf. XIV) in any “larger” 
algebra A. See [5, Theorem 2.2.11 for a general statement about a#. 
4.2 PREVIEW. In the next section we endeavor to reverse the process just 
described. We will extract radical embeddings from k-pairs N, rather than map 
them into it. 
Let us begin to build structures using N and its multiplier algebra. 
How does k-pairs N interact with N? First we note that if A is any k-sub- 
algebra of K-pairs N, then N has a natural structure of both left and right A- 
module via the actions 
ux = u’(x) xu = u”(X) 
for x in N and u in A. Moreover, we have 
+Y) = (“4Y7 (XY)U = 4Y4 X(UY) = (4Y 
from the definition of multiplier. 
Wukng. It may be the case, however, that CJ(XT) # (a~)7 for x in N and 
(J, 7 in k-pairs N. Thus we do not assert that N is always a A-bimodule. This 
is crucial to almost everything that follows. 
This idea may be extended from A-modules to algebras. Recall [5, Definition 
2.4.11 that the natural sum of A and N is the external semidirect sum A i N 
with coordinatewise addition and multiplication given by 
((5, X)(T, Y) = (UT, U’(Y) + T”(X) + “Y) 
for G, 7 in A and X, y in N. 
One readily verifies that the natural sum A t N is associative if and only if 
the subalgebra A happens to be cross-commutative, that is, for all u = (u', u") 
and 7 = (/, 7”) in A we have 0’7” = 7”~’ as maps N + N. See [5, Definition 
2.4.21. 
Thus A is cross-commutative if N is not merely a left and a right A-module, 
but is actually a A-bimodule, that is U(XT) = (ux), for all u, 7 in A and x in N. 
In what follows we sometimes use the word “bimodule” and sometimes speak 
of “cross-commutativity.” 
4.3 EXAMPLE. Let N2 = (0) and N f (0). Then A = k-pairs N = 
(k-En N) @(k-En M)on is semisimpIe. However the natural sum A j- N is 
associative if and only if k-lin N is commutative, that is, if and only if 
k-dimN = 1. 
4.4 &L%MPLE. Let N = tr&(a; k) be the ~~l~otent k-algebra of strict upper 
triangular n by n matrices with entries from k. Then k-pairs N contains an 
image of A = tri(n; k) = the upper triangular matrices, and this image of A 
contains a copy (call it 0) of the subalgebra diag(n; k) of .A consisting of the 
diagonal matrices. It is clear that A is cross-commutative in k-pairs N; in fact, 
the natural smm d + N is isomorphic with A. owever, it is not di~6~~t o 
Rnd a unit 7 in k-pairs N such that the subalgebra r-l of k-pairs N is not 
cross-commutative, despite the fact that it is conjugate to d, See [5, Example 
2.461 for details. 
We will require an obvious extension of the notion of c~o~s~co~~tat~v~~~ 
of A to subspaces and quotient space of N. Suppose the k-subspace IiiI of N is 
both a left and a right A-submodule of N and suppose further that MI is a left 
and a right A-submodule of M. 
4.5 DEFINITION. A is cross-commutative on JI (resp. on M/i&) if for all e-, T 
in A the self-map induced on N (resp. on M/l&) by the ~o~~~tator 0’7’ - 7”~’ 
is the zero map. 
Thus .4 is cross-commutative on M or on ~~~~~ if and only if these spaces 
are ~-bi~Qdu~es with respect to the usual actions. 
It will be important in Section 5 that A = k-pairs N is cross-commutative on 
.A:7 = Na and also on the quotient algebra N/arm N. See [S, Lemma 2.4.3 
On the other hand, we must also deal with the difficulty that the sell-an~ib~~ato~ 
ann N is both a left and a right A-module, but may fail to be a ~-b~rnod~~e. 
See Example 4.3 above, where ann N = IV. 
T~~ro~Igbout this section .Z denotes a separable unital s~ba~gebra of the 
algebra k-pairs N of multipliers. Since Z is cross-commutative on the square la?2 
(see Definition 4.5), the natural sum z” r N will be associative if and only if 
there is a k-space complement U to N2, that is N = Cl’ -i- iV, such that U is 
also a .Z’-I&nodule with respect to the usual actions of .Z on N. We know, how- 
ever, that such a U need not exist (examples 4.3 and 4.4), and so this naive 
approach to constructing radical embeddings of N is doomed. 
ln this section we refine the above approach so that it does succeed as far as 3s 
possible. Namely, we find conditions on the given A’ and N which are necessary 
and sufficient to guarantee that a certain subalgebra .F of k-pairs iV7 constructed 
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by “compression” of Z and isomorphic to Z, is cross-commutative on N, whence 
2F {-. N is associative. This will give us a radical embedding of N. 
A special case of our result is that if ann N C Na, then 2 f N is associative 
for suitably constructed Z:^, even if 2 i N is not associative. See Theorem 5.4 
below for a complete statcmcnt. 
Note. Throughout this section WC make no separability hypotheses on the 
field of scalars, nor do we assume that k-pairs N has a Wedderburn decomposi- 
tion. In Section 6 WC will get a stronger theorem by assuming the scalar field k 
is perfect, whence the Wedderburn Principal Theorem holds for our algebras 
(including k-pairs A’). 
We begin by obtaining a useful k-space decomposition N = X i W, q 
W, -i- W, as follows. (See Lemma 5.1 below). 
First, since the separable 2 is cross-commutative on N/arm N and therefore 
on (N/arm N)2, complete reducibility guarantees the existence of a Z-direct 
bimodule complement 8 ( h t t a is, 2 is cross-commutative on b) such that 
N/arm N = B + (N/arm N)2. Kow let Y be the preimage of 8 under the 
natural map N -+ N/arm N. Then the k-subspace Y is of the form Y = X c 
ann N where X is a k-subspace of Y. Moreover, Y is both a left and a right 
Z-module in the usual way. (WC cannot however, conclude that Y is a 2- 
bimodule because we do not know that N was a 2-bimodule to begin with. Nor 
have we claimed that X is either a left or a right Z-module.) 
Second, we write W = ann N and define W, = W n N2. Now let WI be 
any k-space complement to W, in W, so that W = W, i W, . Note that W, 
is a Zbimodulc because W is both a left and a right Z-module and, crucially, 
h7* is a Cbimodule. (However, we do not assert that W’r is a Zbimodule.) 
Third, complete reducibility allows us to choose a Z-bimodulc complement 
W, to IV, in N2, so that N2 = W2 0 W, as Zbimodule. We summarize as 
follows. 
5.1 LEMMA. Given separable 2’ and nilpotent N as above, there is a k-space 
&composition 
N = x -j- w, + w, -j- w, 
with W = ann N = WI -i- W, and N2 = W, -i-- W, . Moreover, the left action 
of 2’ on N satisjes 
zxcx-j- w, 2w,cw, ‘zw, = W,) zw, = w, 
and likewise for 2 acting on the right. 
Now we are ready to construct 2’^ from Z. 
Let prx , prl , pr2, pra , be the usual projections onto the subspaccs 
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.X, WI , W, i W, of N associated with the decomposition AT = X & HII -L 
W2 -j- W, . Also let pr, = prI + pr, be the projection onto W. 
Our idea is to stabilize X and J4fI without disturbing anything else. Thus we 
“compress” the operators D in 22 onto X and onto W, . To do this, for each 
a = (u’: a*> in 2, define 0” z- (crihunh) where 
Note here that c/A maps each of X, WI , W, , s/v, into itself, and likewise for cNh. 
We assert that ah is in k-pairs N. Perhaps the quickest proof is to o’bserve 
that Y = CT - 6 is in k-pairs AIS since I/ is an ~‘~~i~i~~to~ pair” [5, e~~iti~~ 
2.1.6]; that is, for Y = (v’, v’) we have Y’(N) C I%/ = am .NP v’(N2) = (O), and 
likewise for Y”. 
Thus we define the R-subspace 
27 = (a* in k-pairs N / a in Z]. 
We next claim that .2? is a separable k-subalgebra of k-pairs N and is iso- 
morphic to 2. To establish this claim, it suffices to prove that the function 
2Y -9 K-pairs N: a + a6 is in fact a monomorphism of unital k-algebras. 
It is immediate that the assignment ET + u* is K-linear. 
To verify (UT)* = a?’ for all u, T in .& it suffices to verii;7 that (0’ 9 T’)~ = 
a fh o T’~. That (T” 0 0”)” = T”~ 0 ~2’~ is entirely similar. 
We have 
as claimed. (A more visual approach involves a 4 x 4 matrix with entries 
aij = pr, o 5’ o prj with zY, j = 0, 1,2,3. The interested relzder will readily work 
this out for himself or herself.) Thus we have so far that 2’ -+ K-pairs N: a +- & 
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is a homomorphism of unital R-algebras. It follows that the image 2F is a unital 
k-subalgebra. Moreover, since 2’ is semisimpie it follows that 27’ is semisimple 
or (0). 
Now we argue, however, that our homomo~hism has zero kernel, and hence 
defines an isomorFhism Z: s 2P’ of semisimple algebras. For uh = 0 if and 
only if both 0’ and a’ map X into W, l%‘r into W, , and ?P = kv, + U7s into 
(0). It follows that (I is nilpotent. Thus the kernel is nil and so, being finite- 
dimensional, is nilpotent. But 2, being semisimple, has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals. This proves that CT -+ 6 is injective. We summarize as follows. 
5.2 LEMMA. The algebra A’* constructed above from E is isomorphic to 2 
(but consists of difleyent multipliers, in general). 
The following result justifies our choice of X and our construction of 2’” 
above. 
5.3 LEMMA. The separable algebra 2’ is cross-commutaGve on X and on N2. 
Proof. By Section 4, we need only prove cross-commutativity on X. By 
construction, X is both a left and a right F-module on N. It follows that, for all 
(r, T in 2?, the commutator cr’ 0 T” - T” 0 a’ maps X into X. But also this com- 
mutator maps N into ann N (see remarks following Definition 4.5). Since 
X n ann N = (O), we have C’ 0 TV - 7” 0 0’ reducing to zero on X. This 
proves the lemma. 
Wanzing. The subalgebra A’^ has W, as both a Left and a right module, but 
it may fail to be cross-commutative on E7r . In particular, the argument of the 
above proof does not apply because W, is contained in W = ann N. 
Thus we have the following statement. 
5.4 THEOREM. Let 2 be a separable unital subazgebra of k-pairs N. Then the 
subalgebra 27^ of k-pairs N constructed from 22 as above is cross-commutative on 
N 0 2 is loss-c~mutat~ve on the lutist space ann fV/(fV2 i7 ann N). 
Proof. f-f If suffices by Lemma 5.3 to prove that Z” is cross-commutative 
on WI . We are given that, for all ‘T, r in 2, [u’, rn] maps W = ann N into 
Ws = N2 n ann N. It follows from our construction that [o’~, T~~] maps WI 
to (0). Done. 
(-). This is a straightforward reversal of the above argument. Done. 
Thus we are lead back to studying the annihilator of N and its interaction 
with k-pairs h? It appears from the preceding theorem that difficulties arise from 
annihilator elements of Nthat are not “squares” in iV. This prompts the following 
definition of frequent use. 
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5.5 DEFIKITION. The finite-dimensional nilpotent k-algebra N is suficz’enf~ 
~o~~@~e~e~~~e if k-dim(ann N/(Na n ann N)) < I. 
This is equivalent to .iV having no square-zero ideal direct summands of 
d~~~ens~on 32. This condition on N also appeared in Maliey’s thesis [IQ]. ft is 
the appropriate generalization of our “reduced” ~i~~ote~~ts of 13, Theorem 7.21, 
in which :2i2 3 ann N. 
Now we observe that the condition of sufficient nondegenercy characterizes 
those N for which aI .P constructed as above are cross-comnmtative. 
(1) &w all separuble mital ~~~g~b~~s z of R-pairs N, c?7wy s~bulgeb~*a Z” 
~~ty~~t~d as abose is ~os~-~~~~n~tati~~e m N, 
(2) N is .~u~&ie~t~ Qndeg~~ate. 
Proof. (1) <= (2). Since WI has dimension f i, all maps a’*, rn* are essen- 
tially multiplication by a scaIar and hence commute. 
(1) 3 (2): Assume that N is not sufficiently nondegenerate. Thus, we 
have N = M @ V where M and Y are ideals, Y is square zero, and k-dim V >, 2. 
It suf5ces to construct a separable unital subalgebra .Z of R-pairs N and then 
construct a compression J.Y is not cross-commutative on N. Thus let z? consist 
of ail G in k-pairs N such that the restrictions of D’ and of 0” to M equal muhi- 
phcation by the same scalar, and also both o’ and o” map 17 into Y. It is im- 
mediate that Zp is isomorphic to the separable k-algebra k @ k-pairs FT. Now we 
form JY. Without loss, V is a maximal square-zero summand of M. Thus when 
decomposing N as in Lemma 5.1, we may take WX = 5”. Thus we may obtain 
z‘^ = .Z. But the latter is not cross-commutative on V, just as in Example 4.3. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
iMoral. if N is sufficiently nondegenerate, then every unital separable 
suba~gebra Z of k-pairs N has a “compression” Z’ so that A’^ -j_ A7 is a§s~c~~~~~~~ 
and thereby affords a radical embedding viaj: N +- Z:^ -/- ik’: x -+ (0, x}. It is 
still not true, however, that a8 Z: $ N are associative. See Example 4.4. 
5.7 EXERCISE ON UNIQUENESS. We constructed .Z’* above by first choosing E, 
then X and WI . Suppose instead we construct a different compression Z+ by 
choosing the same S and then choosing a different A? and complement WI in 
the same way. Of course .ZA g .Z r 2’. Our point now is that this isomorphism 
c” s .P may be extended to an isomorphism 4: z‘” -$ N -+ 2.’ i X of not 
necessarily associative algebras. ‘Ihe key in proving this is to write x = x.+ -:- I in 
X with x+ in 22, x in arm iV, and likewise write F.+* = ?I.+ -+- U.Q in WI with wit 
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in W,: and ZL’~ in U7a . Then define 4(x) - CC+, #I -7 2r, and Q, = identity on 
N2. It remains to check that 9 respects the left and right actions of ,?? and Z+ 
on .I+. 
6. QCESTIOSS OF EXTREMITY AXD L~KIQUEKESS 
In the preceding section we found that, under reasonable nondegcneracy 
conditions on our nilpotent algebra Ar, every separable unital subalgebra Z 
of h-pairs _V may be altered slightly by compression to produce a Wedderburn 
factor ZA of a semidirect radical cmbcdding of N, that is, an element (2’ 1 Iv, j) 
of .Y’S.W,,( 1X7). 
Kow WC ask: Which extreme radical cmbcddings of :\I can be obtained in 
this wav ? \V:c will WC that for rcasonablc N the answer is very satisfying. . 
The main result of this section, Theorem 6.3, offers a complete description 
of all cxtrcme radical embeddings of N when the scalar field h is perfect. 
I,ct us begin in a more general context: What are the extreme clemcnts of 
p/;‘LJ;3f , fri(,y) with lz arbitrary ? (Thus wc arc curious about nontrivial extensions 
of the trivial operation of adjoining a unity to our nilpotcnt A:.) 
An initial answer is easily given: All extreme elements of 9LM’B,,(A;) are, 
up to atablc equivalence, of the form (A r Ar, j) where A is maximal (in the 
sense of inclusion) among the cross-commutative semisimple unital subalgcbras 
of k-pairs -V. Here we have j: A7 - A $11’. . s j (0, x), as usual. This of course 
does not require A separable. 
?iow we sharpen this observation for those nilpotents A’which are sufficiently 
nondegenerate in the sense of Definition 5.5. Wc require A separable now. 
6.1 ?'HEOREM. Let h’be a suficiently nondegeneratefinite-dimensional nilpotent 
algebra ocer an arbitrary $eld k. If a subalgebra A of k-pairs M is maximal among 
the cross-commutativ:e separable unital subalgebras of k-pairs N, then in fact A 
is maximal among all the separable unital subalgebras of k-pairs N. 
Xote. In particular we are asserting here that some of the maximal separable 
unital subalgcbras of k-pairs N are in fact cross-commutative! This requires a 
refinement of the compression argument in Section 5. It is false without the 
nondegcneracy hypothesis, as Example 4.3 illustrates. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. WC work with separable unital subalgcbras Z1 A 
inside k-pairs N. Suppose A is cross-commutative. Section 5 showed how to 
construct a cross-commutative subalgcbra 2’ of k-pairs hi isomorphic to Z. WC 
now point out that ZA may be constructed so as to contain A also. To see this, 
proceed as follows. In decomposing Y X 4 PV in Section 5, choose X to be a 
A-bimodule direct sum complement to W. This is possible because Y1 W arc 
both sub-A-bimodulcs of IV. Likewise, in decomposing W =. W1 -i-- W, , 
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choose M/I to be a A-bimodule direct sum complement to Wf . It follows easily 
that 
and likewise u”* =: u” if g -.- (u’, u”j is in A. Thus 4 C z’^ as asserted. 
This means that if A is in fact maximal among the cross-commutative scparabic 
unital subalgcbras of k-pairs A’, then in fact A .-; ZA. Moreover this A must he 
maximal among all the separable unital subalgebras of k-pairs ~1’. For if A were 
strictly contained in the C above, then it would he strictly contained in L’^ 
which haas the same dimension as 2. This would comradict A := ,Y. ‘I-his 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
6.2 CoROLL.4RY. Let A7 be a .@iciently nondegenerate j%aite-dimensional 
nilpotent algebra oz’er a perfect ,field k. Then wery extreme element of 95U?8Y,I(X) 
is stably equizbalent to one of the form (A -i-. ;Y,J’) where A is cross-commutative and 
maxima! amow the semisimple unital subalfebms ?f k-pairs .c’. 
But we can prove a much sharper result if the scalar field k is perfect. For not 
only are all finite-dimensional semisimple k-algebras separable, but also the 
Wedderburn Principal Theorem [I, Theorem 72.191 implies two further very 
useful facts: 
(I) All radical embeddings of ;1-arc semidirect, that is, 
.Y29Rf,(N) = .V6,(iV), 
(2) The algebra k-pairs N splits, that is 
k-pairs N = A -i- rad[k-pairs X] 
where A is a maximal separable unital subalgebra, that is, a \+*cdderburn factor, 
of k-pairs X (not necessarily unique and not necessarily cross-commutative). 
Of course this gives much more than Theorem 2.1 above. 
Having this, we obtain irnmediatei\~ the main result of this section by sharpen- 
ing 6.1 and 62 above. 
6.3 THEOREM. Let N be a sz@ciently nonde~enerate nilpotent algebra finite- 
dimensional oaer a perfect field k of scalars. Then 
!i) certain of the Wedderburrt factors of k-pairs ~1: are cross-commutati;i:e; 
(ii) every extreme radical embedding of .A7 is stably equivalent to one of fhe 
form (A + N! j) where A is a cross-commutative Wedderbum factor of k-pairs N. 
Moral. Under the present hypotheses on .k and A’, the extreme radical 
embeddings of A- and the “non-radical” part of k-pairs N essentially determine 
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each other. This is very much the spirit of [5, Theorem 2.3.11 in which k-pairs I 
provided the unique extreme ideal embedding. 
Now we turn to questions of uniqueness. Still assuming that the field k is 
perfect, we can ask about isomorphisms among the various extreme radical 
embeddings (fl $ N,j) of Th eorem 6.3. There is an interesting and perplexing 
subtlety here. The Levi-Malcev addendum to the Wedderburn Principal 
Theorem says that any two Wedderburn factors fl, , fl, (cross-commutative or 
not) of k-pairs N are isomorphic via an inner automorphism of k-pairs N. More 
specifically, there exists 5 in rad[k-pairs N] such that fl, = (1 + 5) flr( 1 + [)-l. 
See [l, Theorem 72.191. However, we have found that it is not always possible 
to convert such an isomorphism of fl, with fl, into an isomorphism of the 
natural sums fl, q N and fl, t N. This is not entirely surprising, and is in 
fact reassuring, since it is highly possible that only one of the two natural sums is 
associative! (Note on the other hand that /l, q PN and /l, & PN are isomorphic 
associative subalgebras of k-pairs N!) 
It is straightforward to prove the following partial result on isomorphisms of 
natural sums. Note that we may drop the hypothesis that k is perfect. 
6.4 THEOEEM. Let the nilpotent algebra N be jinite-dimensional over an 
arbitrary $eld k. Let I’, , I’, be arbitrary subalgebras of k-pairs N such that I’2 = 
(1 + 0 Tl(l + 5)-’ with 1; in rad[k-pairs N]. If 5 is in the ideal pN, then 
(i) T, is cross-commutative 0 F, is cross-commutative; 
(ii) the map 
r, + N+ r, + N: (G-C) -+ ((1 + 5) o(l + l>-'7 (1 + 4 $1 + -wT 
where [ = p(x), is an isomorphism of not necessarily associative natural sums. 
This last result is the easy part of any study of isomorphisms among natural 
sums. A satisfactory understanding of all isomorphisms, and hence an accurate 
“count” of the extreme radical embeddings of our nilpotent N, will require 
more information about how much of k-pairs N is occupied by the ideal pN, 
how much by the annihilator pairs, and so on. 
Thus our study of the radical embeddings of the nilpotent N has led us to 
the study of another nilpotent algebra, namely the radical of k-pairs N. 
6.5 COMMENT ON AUTOMORPHTSMS. In the abstract [4] we offer a general 
approach to the study of automorphisms N -+ N obtainable from k-pairs N. 
There are more of these than indicated in Theorem 6.4. 
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